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1. APPLICATION STATUS  

Every form within a given Project or Study will have the following information associated with it: 

• Form Status – the current status of the submitted form within the REB review process. 

• Review Reference – Each form receives a Review Reference once it is submitted to the REB. If the form 

has not yet been submitted, this will show as “N/A”.  

• Date Modified – the last date the form was modified. 

 

1. The four-digit CTO Project ID Number 

2. The three-letter designations for our clinical trial application forms*: 

a. PIA – Provincial Initial Application 
b. CIA – Centre Initial Application 
c. PAM – Provincial Amendment Form 
d. CAM – Centre Amendment Form 
e. PRE – Provincial Reportable Event  

Figure 1.0 
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f. CRE – Centre Reportable Event 
g. PCR – Provincial Continuing Review Form 
h. CRE – Centre Continuing Review Form 
i. PSC – Provincial Study Closure  
j. CSC – Centre Study Closure  

3. The date the form was submitted to the REB 

4. This is a unique, sequential numeric identifier for each form submission. This number allows you to directly 
communicate with the REB about a specific form submission.    

 

2. ACTIONS MENU – WITHIN A PROJECT 

The ‘Actions Menu’ (Figure 2.0) displays the various actions that can be performed in CTO Stream and each 
action has represented by a unique icon.  The Action Menu is ‘dynamic’, which means that the buttons 
appearing in the Actions Menu at any given time will change, depending on what the user is doing in the system. 
Figure 2.0 shows the action buttons visible in the Actions Menu while on the project tree page. The following 
section describes the function of each Action button. 

 

 

Table 1.0 

ACTION NAME DESCRIPTION 

PROJECT 
 
• Takes user to the Project Overview page. (Refer to the Project Overview Guide for more 

information).   

CREATE SUB-FORM • Can be used to create a CIA and/or centre post-approval applications  

ROLES • Can be used to give a user access to the Provincial Initial Application or Centre Initial 
Application for an existing project. Can use to remove a user’s access, or to view the list of 
users that have been given a role.  

COMPLETENESS 

CHECKER 
• Can be used on a form at any time to see which mandatory questions have not been 

completed.  

AUTOMATIC 

SUBMISSION 
• Can be used to disable/enable Automatic Submission for a specific form within a project.  

This is enabled on all forms by default.  

PRINT 
 
• Generates PDF of the current application form which can be saved directly to your 

computer.  It may take a few minutes to generate a PDF of larger application forms in the 
system (e.g., PIA).  

CORRESPOND • Once the REB of Record has been selected for the study, this feature allows members of 
the research team to send a message directly to the REB of Record.   

Figure 2.0 

 

Figure 2.0 The Action Menu 

as it appears from the Project 

Tree Page. 
 

The buttons displayed in the 

Action Menu change 

depending on where you are 

in the system. 

* Observational application forms have the same 
three letter codes, but with an “O” added to the 
beginning as a prefix (i.e., OPIA – Observational 
Provincial Initial Application). 

 

https://www.ctontario.ca/cto-programs/streamlined-research-ethics-review/webinars-and-training/
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2.2.1 Roles 

• The ‘Roles’ button is used to grant access to other individuals of the research team who need access. Once a 
user is assigned a role, they are granted access to all previously and future forms created within the project. 
There are two different types of roles that a user can receive:  

1. Provincial-level roles – given on the PIA for the study. Grants access to all application forms that have 
already been created, PLUS all forms created in the future for this study. 

2. Centre-level roles –  given on the CIA for a participating site. Grants access to all existing & future forms 
for this site, PLUS read-only access to all current & future provincial forms.    

When the ‘Roles’ button is pressed, a pop-up window appears (Figure 2.1) and the email address of the user being 
given a role can be typed into the ‘Collaborator Email’ field. Select the type of role to give (Provincial Study Staff, 
Sponsor, etc.) from the drop-down menu.  

 
Figure 2.1 

When enter an email address, you must use the email associated with the user’s CTO Stream account. If the 
individual does not yet have an account, the ‘Invite’ button will appear (Figure 2.2), which can be used to send the 
use an email which includes a link to the CTO Stream account registration page. A user can only be given a role 
once their CTO Stream account has been activated.  

 
Figure 2.2 

3. ACTIONS MENU – WITHIN AN APPLICATION 
The following section describes the Action buttons available in the “Action Menu” from inside a section of an 

application form in CTO Stream. This menu in Figure 3.0 appears the same regardless of which application type 
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being worked on or viewed. Some Actions (i.e., Documents, Signatures, etc.) have a corresponding area or ‘Tab’  

below the project tree which serves the same purpose as the Action button.  

 
                Figure 3.0 

3.1 Previous/Next 

• The buttons in the image below will be displayed once you have entered a 
specific section of an application form.  

• Clicking ‘Next’ or ‘Previous’ (Figure 3.1) will take you to either the following or 
preceding section of the form, respectively.  

Note: all work done on the current section of the form will be saved when using 
‘Next’ or ‘Previous’.   

Figure 3.1 

3.2 Navigate 

• The ‘Navigate’ button (Figure 3.2a) takes you back to the Navigation tab 
(Figure 3.2b), which acts like a ‘table of contents’ for the form, listing the name 
and number of each section and the number of questions contained within.  

Note: The Navigate button also saves all work that has been done on the 
application up to that point.  

 
 

Figure 3.2a 
  

The Action Menu as it 

appears from within a section 

of an application 
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Figure 3.2b 

3.3 Documents  

• You can view all the documents that have been uploaded to the current 
application by:   
a) clicking the ‘Documents’ button from within any section of the form 
(Figure 3.3a) or; 

b) clicking the Documents tab while on the project tree page (Figure 3.3b). 

Note: Either option displays a list of any document uploaded to the selected 
form, along with the related information shown in Table 1.1. 

 
Figure 3.3a 

 

 
Figure 3.3.2 

Table 1.1 

Documents Tab 

Tab Description Available Information 
Displays the documents uploaded 
to the selected application  

Type – displays the type of document 

Document Name – displays the name of the document as inputted by the user 

File Name – displays the file name of the document 

Date – displays the version date of the document (if applicable) 

Version – displays the version number of the document (if applicable) 

Size – displays the file size of the document 

a) The Documents tab is available to the right of the Navigation tab while in the Project 

Tree view  
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3.4 Collaborators  

• You can view a list of all collaborators who have access to the current 
application form by:  
 

a) clicking the ‘Collaborators’ button from within any section of the form 
(Figure 3.4a); 

b) by clicking the Collaborators tab (Figure 3.4b) while on the project tree 
page, with the specific form highlighted in the project tree.  

 

 

 
Figure 3.4a 

 

Note: Both options display a list of the collaborators who have access to the selected form, along with the related 
information in shown in Table 1.2 below. 

 
Figure 3.4b 

Table 1.2 

Collaborators Tab 

Tab Description Available Information 
Acts like a table of contents for the 
form. Displays the title of each section 
and the number of questions each 
section contacts.   

Name – displays the name of each collaborator 

Access – the level of access the collaborator has on the selected form 

Edit Permissions– clicking ‘Edit Permissions’ allows you to edit the access 
permissions for the collaborator (CTO does not recommend changing this) 

 

*It is strongly recommended that users avoid using the “Edit Permissions” buttons to manage individuals’ 
access. Individual user access should be granted or removed using ‘Roles’.  

Collaborators tab button is located next underneath the project tree 
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3.5 Submissions  

• The submissions tab (located below the Project Tree) lists all previous submissions of an application form. Each 
time the application is submitted, a PDF of the application is saved in the Submissions tab which can be 
downloaded (same PDF that is generated by the ‘Print’ action button).  

• When the same form is submitted to the REB  for the second time, or third time, etc., the previous submission 
version is automatically archived and available for download under the Submissions tab (Figure 3.5).  

 
Figure 3.5 

3.6 History  

• The History tab can be found on the main page of the currently selected application form.  The History tab 
displays a list of past events that have occurred on the selected application form, in chronological order i.e., 
signature requests, roles given, status changes, etc. Certain events will also have an accompanying 
attachment (Figure 3.6) which can be downloaded in PDF format.  

 
Figure 3.6 

Letters sent from the REB for an 

application can be found in the 

History tab . 
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3.7 Signatures  

• Each application must be signed electronically. To view a list of all 
current/previous signatures or signature requests for an application: 

a) click on the ‘Signatures’ tab (Figure 3.7a) with the application selected in 
the project tree, or;  

b) press the ‘Signatures’ button (Figure 3.7b) from within any section of the 
form. 

 

 
Figure 3.7a 

  

 
Figure 3.7b 

Table 1.3 

Signatures Tab 

Description Available Information 
Displays current and previous 
signatures/signature requests on the 
form 

Type – displays the role of the signatory (i.e., Principal Investigator, Department 
Head, etc.) 

Signatory Email – displays the email of the person who signed the form 

Signed Date – displays the date the person signed the form 

Validity - forms automatically become locked once a signature is applied, 
preventing any further changes from being made. The validity of all signatures 
initially appears as ‘valid’, however if the form is unlocked, any 
signatures/requests will become ‘invalid’ (Figure 3.7c). Signatures will also display 
as invalid if the form is sent back for changes by the REB or CTO. 

 
Figure 3.7c 

a) The Signatures tab displays all Signatures/Requests for the application 

When a form is unlocked, all 

signatures/requests become invalidated.  
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3.7.1 Signing a Form Directly (no signature request) 

• Users can apply their signature to an application form by going to the 
“Agreement & Approval” section of the form (last section). This section 
is where signatures are recorded for each required signatory (i.e., 
Principal Investigator, Department Head, etc.).  

• Underneath each signature question is a blue ‘Sign’ button (Figure 
3.7.1a) which allows a user to sign the form directly without a 
signature request.  

Note: The button will not be available if the signature has already been 
requested.  

 

 
Figure 3.7.1a 

 

• When the ‘Sign’ button is pressed, a pop-up window will appear on the 
screen to re-enter  username and password. Press the green ‘Sign’ 
button again to complete the signing process (Figure 3.7.1b). 

 
Note: Wait a few seconds before closing your browser in order to allow 
enough time for the automatic submission process to complete.  
 

 

 
Figure 3.7.1b  

3.7.2 Requesting a Signature  

• If completing an application but are not authorized to sign, use the 
‘Request Signature’ button (Figure 3.7.2a) to request the signature of the 
appropriate individual.  

 
 

Figure 3.7.2a 

• This will bring up a pop-up window (Figure 3.7.2b) where the email address of the signature recipient can be entered 
along with an optional message. Click the ‘Request’ button to complete the signature request. 

 
Figure 3.7.2b 
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3.7.3 Signing a Form (with signature request) 

• When a user’s signature is requested on a form within CTO Stream, an email notification is sent to the requested 
user and they receive a notification within CTO Stream.  This email includes a link directly to the application 
within CTO Stream where a ‘Sign’ button (Figure 3.7.3) will be visible in the Actions Menu.  The form the 
signature was requested on should be selected in the project tree.  

Note: The ‘Sign’ button is also available in the Actions Menu while inside the application. 

 
Figure 3.7.3  

   

3.7.4 Rejecting a Signature Request 

• If needed, a signature request can be rejected by using the ‘Reject’ button (Figure 
3.7.4a). 

 
Figure 3.7.4a 

• Using this button will cause a pop-up window to appear for you to re-enter your CTO Stream account credentials and 
provide a reason for rejecting the signature request (Figure 3.7.4b). 

Note: It is mandatory to provide a reason when rejecting a signature request. 

 
Figure 3.7.4b 
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3.8 Submitting an Application  

• Application forms are automatically submitted to the REB once the final required signature has been applied to 
the form.   

Note: The form may not automatically submit if the last user to sign closes their browser or navigates away from 
the page before the AUTOMCATIC SUBMISSION process has completed. You will receive a confirmation email to 
once the form has been submitted successfully.  

3.8.1 Disabling Automatic Submission 

• If the application form does not automatically submit (if automatic submission process is interrupted) the form 
can be manually submitted by disabling automatic submission.  The ‘Automatic Submission’ button (Figure 3.8.1a) 
is in the Actions Menu while on the project tree page.  

• Clicking the button allows users to disable Automatic Submission on a form-by-form basis, if desired (Figure 
3.8.1b). 

Note: CTO does not recommend disabling automatic submission on applications. 

 
Figure 3.8.1a 

 
Figure 3.8.1b 

 

3.8.2 Submitting an Application with Automatic Submission Disabled 

• In order to submit the application, click the ‘Submit’ button (Figure 3.8.2a). The system will automatically perform 
a ‘Completeness check’ to ensure all mandatory questions on the form have been completed.  
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Figure 3.8.2a 

• Any mandatory questions that have not been answered will be highlighted by the Completeness Checker. Click 
the blue text of any unanswered question (Figure 3.8.2b) to be directed to that question within the application 
form. 

 
Figure 3.8.2b 

• Once the form has been successfully submitted, an on-screen message appears (Figure 3.8.2c) to inform you that 
the application has been submitted.  

• An email is also be sent to any users with a role on the form, to confirm it was submitted successfully.  

• All initial applications are screened by CTO and passed on to the REB of Record or sent back to study teams for 
changes. Post-approval applications go directly to the REB of Record upon submission.  

 

 
Figure 3.8.2c 
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4. COMPLETING AN APPLICATION FORM  

4.1 Smart questions  

• CTO application forms use ‘smart’ questions, which means based on your responses to questions, certain 
questions later in the form may become visible or remain hidden if they are not applicable. As you work 
through a form, you may notice that the questions are not numbered sequentially. This is a result of the 
smart question functionality.  

 

4.2 Panel Comments  

• Any user who has access to the application forms can add ‘Panel’ comments, which are visible to the other 
members of the study team who have access to the form. These comments will not be visible to the REB when 
the application is submitted. You can add a comment to a question or panel by clicking the speech bubble icon 
in the top right-hand corner of the page (Figure 4.2a). 

 
Figure 4.2a 

• A pop-up window will appear, showing all previous comments made on the panel (if there have been no 
comments made, a message will appear like in Figure 4.2b. Press the ‘+Add Comment’ button to add a new 
comment of your which will be visible to the other applicants.   

 

 
Figure 4.2b 

4.3 Help Text  

• Some questions within CTO Stream have help text available, 
which helps to provide clarification of the question being asked. 
  

• To view the help text, click on blue icon (Figure 4.3) and the help 
text will appear in a pop-up window. To close the help text click 
anywhere outside the pop-up window.  

Figure 4.3a 
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Figure 4.3b 

 

4.4 Mandatory questions  

• All questions labeled with an asterisk (*) are mandatory questions and must be completed in order to sign 
and submit the application (Figure 4.4). 

 

 
Figure 4.4 

 

4.5 Document upload questions  

• You can upload documents by clicking on the blue Upload 
Document button associated within certain questions. You can 
upload as many documents as needed into a question. 
 

• You can browse your computer for a file to upload. All major file 
types are supported including word documents, excel documents, 
text files and PDFs (all files must be < 150 MB).  

 

 
Figure 4.5a 

• You can browse your computer for a file to upload. All major file types are supported including word 
documents, excel documents, text files and PDFs (all files must be < 150 MB). 

 

 
Figure 4.5b 
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• All documents should be uploaded with a proper name that will aid the REB in identifying the document. 
Furthermore, the document name you provide will be reflected in the REB approval letter.  

Note: All Product Monographs and Investigator Brochures should include the name of the drug in the document 
name. Do not add any underscores or special characters into the document name. 

 
Figure 4.5c 

 
Enter a Document Date and Version, if applicable (not mandatory) for the document. Complete the upload 
process by pressing the ‘Upload’ button in Figure 4.5d. 

 

 
Figure 4.5d 

 

4.6 Save  

• You can save your progress at any time by clicking on the ‘Save’ button (Figure 
4.6) in the Actions Menu. Your progress will also automatically save as you 
navigate from one page to the next. 

  
Figure 4.6 

 

 


